
         TOMMY CASH RELEASES VIDEO FOR BRAND NEW TRACK ‘LITTLE MOLLY’

WATCH HERE  

After the runaway success of previous single ‘Pussy Money Weed’ today conceptual artist and musician 
TOMMY CASH announces his brand new single ‘LITTLE MOLLY’, produced by felicita and A. G. Cook, and 

released via Cook’s PC Music label. The track is now available via all streaming services and originally 
premiered via Crack Magazine. 


Tommy Cash again pushes boundaries and delivers a unique and genre expanding visual alongside a track 
that is another clear step in the direction of making him into a global phenomenon. His creative output 

continues to stand second to none and the inclusivity and creative freedom that runs throughout Tommy’s 
work is as important as the physical output itself. 


The video employs special effects by Denis Strahhov at Denhov Visuals alongside direction from Tommy 
and long-time collaborator Anna-Lisa Himma, who also lead the art-direction and styling on the clip. 

Describing the thinking and creative behind the video that sees Tommy take inspiration from the likes of 
Chris Cunningham (Aphex Twin, Autechre) he plays on the concept that “Every child is an artist, the 
problem is not staying an artist when you grow up”  with the imaginary character ‘Little Molly’; also 

nurturing the inclusive attitude he has become known for, working to the thinking that “Imperfection is 
perfect and we should embrace it.”


Tommy is hot off the back of his biggest run of EU shows to date, with a completely sold out show at 
London’s Scala as well as massive sold out shows in Warsaw, Prague and Budapest. Since the release of 

‘Pussy Money Weed’ his presence has grown on a global scale with Paper Magazine labelling him a 
“legitimate creator”, Clash Magazine describing his music as "empowering” and Highsnobiety going as far 

as to call him “inimitable”; Dazed Magazine also shortlisted Tommy into their iconic ‘Dazed 100’ list for 
2018, a compilation of the most exciting and forward thinking young talent making waves at the moment.


https://www.instagram.com/tommycashworld/ & https://www.facebook.com/cashmoneytommy/ 


Main Link: https://tommycash.lnk.to/LittleMolly 
 

UK: adam.guest@s-414.com & james.cunningham@s-414.com  
EU: dora@tommycashworld.com 

US: spencer@motormouthmedia.com & judy@motormouthmedia.com 
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